Research in contextEvidence before this studyOral squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC) displays a poor prognosis with above half of patients surviving less than 5 years. Rapid tumor growth and tumor recurrence remains the big challenges for OSCC. Thus, finding the biomarker for tumor progression would be helpful to understand tumor development and find the new therapeutic target for OSCC. BPTF associated protein of 18 kDa (BAP18) as a reader of histone H3K4me3 is a subunit of MLL1 complex involved in maintenance of active transcription. BAP18 plays a vital role in prostate cancer progression. However, the biological function and molecular mechanism of BAP18 in OSCC is largely unknown.Added value of this studyThis study has demonstrated that BAP18 is highly expressed in OSCC tissues. The depletion of BAP18 significantly decreases *CCND1/2* transcription. Moreover, BAP18 facilitates the recruitment of core subunits of MLL1/WDR5 complex to the promoter region of *CCND1/2*, thereby increasing histone H3K4me3 levels. BAP18 depletion inhibits the cell growth in OSCC-derived cells. These data suggest that BAP18 possibly contributes to rapid tumor growth and BAP18 could act as a potential biomarker and therapeutic target in OSCC.Implications of all the available evidenceOur results implicate the biological function of BAP18 in OSCC, and its molecular mechanism underlying the regulation function of BAP18 on *CCND1/2* transcription. Thus, our study may provide a new therapeutic target for OSCC.Alt-text: Unlabelled box

1. Introduction {#sec0001}
===============

Oral squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC) displays a significant health threat and poor prognosis with above half of patients surviving less than 5 years [@bib0001], [@bib0002], [@bib0003], [@bib0004], [@bib0005]. There are difficulties for obtaining acceptable results for advanced OSCC (stages III and IV), though early OSCC considered stages I/II can be alleviated by surgery or radiotherapy \[[@bib0006],[@bib0007]\]. Some approaches just like targeted therapy, immunotherapy, and radioactive seed implantations seem not to be fully adequate in clinic due to the tumor malignant proliferation [@bib0008]. Patients who are not candidates for salvage surgery or re-irradiation usually receive chemotherapy, but even with the most recent combinations of drugs the prognosis remains poor and cure is rare [@bib0008], [@bib0009], [@bib0010], [@bib0011]. Moreover, OSCC has an easy-characterized progression from teratogenesis through dysplasia to carcinoma with a multi-step process including the accretion of diverse genetic and epigenetic in oncogenes, inducing dysregulation of multiple signaling pathways, which disturbed the cell cycle and the balance between cell proliferation and cell death [@bib0012]. Rapid tumor growth and tumor recurrence remains the big challenges for OSCC. Thus, finding the biomarker for tumor progression would be helpful to understand tumor development and find the new therapeutic target for OSCC.

Cell cycle progression is mainly dominated by the interplay of cyclin-dependent kinases and cyclin family members, which are characterized by a dramatic periodicity in protein abundance throughout the cell cycle [@bib0013]. Three types of cyclin family members are reported as Cyclin-Ds, including CyclinD1, D2 and D3, which are involved in controlling cell cycle phase transition and cell mitotic growth [@bib0013], [@bib0014], [@bib0015]. Cyclin-Ds are encoded by diverse genes (*CCNDs*) with significant amino acid similarity \[[@bib0016],[@bib0017]\]. The gene transcription of *CCNDs* can be respectively induced by transcription factor. GATA3 cooperates with PARP1 to induce *CCND1* gene transcription in breast cancer cells [@bib0018]. Once induced, Cyclin-Ds associate with partner CDKs to cooperatively drive cells from G1 phase to S phase. Cyclin-Ds dysregulation have been shown to contribute to tumorigenesis, tumor malignant proliferation and poorer outcomes in number of mammalian cancers, including breast cancer, ovarian cancer, leukemia and so on [@bib0019], [@bib0020], [@bib0021], [@bib0022], [@bib0023], [@bib0024], [@bib0025], [@bib0026]. Thus, Cyclin-Ds play crucial roles in regulating cell cycle process. However, the molecular mechanism for upstream modulation of *CCNDs* gene transcription in OSCC remains to be elusive.

BPTF associated protein of 18 kDa (BAP18) as a reader of histone H3K4me3 is a subunit of MLL1/WDR5 complex involved in active transcription. Carrying a SANT domain, BAP18 is considered that it may possess a key role in chromatin remodeling as well as histone modification [@bib0027], [@bib0028], [@bib0029]. In our previous study, BAP18 was identified as a coactivator of androgen receptor (AR) and promoted prostate cancer progression [@bib0030]. However, the biological function of BAP18 and the molecular mechanism underlying the regulation function of BAP18 on gene transcription in OSCC is largely unknown.

In this study, our results have demonstrated that BAP18 is highly expressed in OSCC samples, compared with that in non-cancerous oral epithelial tissues by western blotting and immunohistochemistry (IHC) experiments. Furthermore, BAP18 depletion influenced the transcription of a series of genes, including cell cycle-related genes. We provided the evidence to show that knockdown of BAP18 significantly decreased the transcription of genes, such as *CCND1, CCND2, ATF4* etc. Meanwhile, BAP18 depletion abrogated the protein expression of CyclinD1 and CyclinD2. Importantly, chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) assays results showed that BAP18 depletion decreased the recruitment of the core subunits of MLL1/WDR5 complex to promoter regions of *CCND1* or *CCND2*, thereby reducing histone H3K4me3 level. Our results further demonstrated that knockdown of BAP18 decreased the cell growth/proliferation in OSCC-derived cells. Moreover, the promotion of cell growth by BAP18 was reduced by *CCND1/2* depletion. Taken together, our data suggested the biological function of BAP18 on OSCC progression is related to Cyclin D1/2, and thus implicated that BAP18 could act as a potential biomarker and therapeutic target in OSCC.

2. Materials and methods {#sec0002}
========================

2.1. Cell culture {#sec0003}
-----------------

Cal-27 cells and SCC9 cells were all grown in Roswell Park Memorial Institute medium 1640 (RPMI-1640) with 10% FBS (CLARK) and penicillin/streptomycin. Both two cells were cultured with 5% CO~2~ at 37 °C.

2.2. Plasmids and antibodies {#sec0004}
----------------------------

BAP18 expression plasmid was constructed with pcDNA3-FLAG carrier plasmid and BAP18 cDNA as previously described [@bib0030].

The antibodies were used in our study as followed: anti-BAP18 (Bethyl \#A304-207A-1), anti-Cyclin D1 (Cell signaling \#DCS6), anti-Cyclin D2 (ABclonal \#A1773), anti-GAPDH (Kangchen \#KC5G4), anti-WDR5 (Bethyl \#A302-429A-2), anti-ASH2 (Bethyl \#A300-107A-2), anti-DPY30 (Abcam \#ab187690), anti-H3K4me3/H3Ac/H3K9Ac/H4Ac/H4K16Ac (Millipore), anti-Rabbit/Mouse (ABclonal), anti-IgG (Santa \#sc-2025).

2.3. RNA isolation, quantitative real-time PCR (qPCR) {#sec0005}
-----------------------------------------------------

Total RNA was isolated by Trizol (TAKARA) and cDNAs were reversed by PrimeSripte™RT-PCR Kit (TAKARA). q-PCR analysis was performed with the SYBR Premix Ex Taq kit (TAKARA) and runon LightCycler® 96 (Roche). Gene expressions were normalized to β-Actin. All results were from an individual experiment that was representative of at least three independent experiments. All primers for qPCR were listed in Supplementary Table S1.

2.4. siRNA and lentivirus {#sec0006}
-------------------------

siRNA sequences against BAP18, CCND1 and CCND2 used in this work were shown in Supplementary Table S2. All siRNAs were transfected by jet-PRIME transfection reagent (Polyplus).

Lentiviral production of BAP18 targeted the same sequence as siBAP18\#1 and the lentivirus were purchased from Shanghai GeneChem Company. Lentivirus system were transfected into cell following manufacturer\'s instructions.

2.5. Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) assay {#sec0007}
-----------------------------------------------

ChIP assays were performed with the previously described protocol [@bib0031]. Two kinds of OSCC cells were transfected with siRNAs and cultured for at least 48 h until 90% cell confluency. The purified DNA was analyzed by q-PCR. Results were shown as percentage of input chromatin, and every experiment was represented from at least three independent experiments. The primers for q-PCR were listed in the Supplementary Table S3.

2.6. FACS analysis, colony formation and cell growth curve {#sec0008}
----------------------------------------------------------

The cells were grown in six-well plates for 24 h. Then, the cells were dissociated with trypsin, resuspended in PBS, and then fixed in ice-cold 70% ethanol. Next, the cells were incubated in propidium iodide/RNAse solution at 37 °C for 1 h. The cell-cycle analysis was performed by a FACS flow cytometer.

Two kinds of OSCC cell were planted into 35 mm dishes for 400 cells per dish for colony formation and 2000 cells for cell growth. In colony formation, cells were cultured for at least 14 days. After individual colony formation appearance, the dishes were washed with ice PBS and immobilized with 4% paraformaldehyde for 30 min. Pictures were taken after dyed with R250 for 120 min.

Cell growth curve were drawn by everyday' cell accounts.

2.7. Xenograft tumor {#sec0009}
--------------------

About 5.0 million OSCC cells stably knockdown BAP18 (shBAP18) and its negative control (shCtrl) were appended in 50 μl medium and 50 μl Metrigel (BD Biosciences) mixture before injections. Tumor size were measured by electronic caliper and the tumor volume formal was as followed: *V* = (π*/*6) × (*L* × *W*)^3^*^/^*^2^, *V* for volume (mm^3^), *L* for biggest diameter (mm), *W* for smallest diameter (mm). Animal works were approved and supervised by the Animal Ethics Committee of China Medical University.

2.8. Tissue samples and immunohistochemistry (IHC) {#sec0010}
--------------------------------------------------

All OSCC samples and non-cancerous tissues were obtained from the hospital of stomatology of China Medical University, and all patients were treated with curative intent. Tumor samples from OSCC patients were obtained from surgeries without primary treatments, including radiotherapy and chemotherapy or adjuvant therapies. Non-cancerous oral epithelium tissues (non-cancerous tissues) from patients were got from general outpatient surgeries. The non-cancerous tissues examined in this study included focal epithelial hyperplasia tissues and gingival epithelial tissues. Clinical OSCC Sections were prepared from the hospital of stomatology of China Medical University, and the IHC experiments were performed as previously described [@bib0030]. The collection of tissue samples and all investigations were approved by the Human Research Ethics Committee of China Medical University. Patient informed consents from all samples were already obtained.

The immunohistochemical staining results were assigned with the German immunoreactive scoring system using immunoreactive scores (IRSs). Briefly, the intensity was scored as follows: 0, negative; 1, weak; 2, moderate and 3, strong. The proportion of positive-staining cells was scored as follows: 0, less than 5%; 1, 5% to 25%; 2, 26% to 50%; 3, 51% to 75%; 4, greater than 75%. The final score, which ranged from 0 to 12, was determined by summing the intensity score multiplied by the corresponding proportion score.

2.9. Statistics {#sec0011}
---------------

All statistical analysis was performed with Prism Graphpad program (<https://www.graphpad.com/>). Students' *t*-tests using two-tails were adopted for determination of relevance of two groups. For clinical data analysis, *Chi-square test* was adopted. Statistically significant were considered as *P*-values of \**p\<*0.05; \*\**p\<*0.01; and \*\*\**p\<*0.001.

3. Results {#sec0012}
==========

3.1. BAP18 is highly expressed in clinical OSCC samples {#sec0013}
-------------------------------------------------------

Our previous results have demonstrated that BPTF associated protein of 18 kDa (BAP18) as a reader of histone H3K4me3 displays oncogenic function in prostate cancer growth [@bib0030]. However, the biological function and molecular mechanism underlying the modulation of BAP18 in gene transcription in OSCC characterized as rapid growth and malignant recurrence still need to be elusive. To evaluate BAP18 expression in OSCC, we first turned to western blotting analysis using the fresh clinical OSCC tissues. The results showed that BAP18 was significantly higher expressed in OSCC tissues, compared with that in non-cancerous oral epithelial tissues (non-cancerous tissues, NC) ([Fig. 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"}a and b). To further confirm the expression level of BAP18 in OSCC samples, IHC assays were performed in amount of OSCC samples from surgery patients. The results have demonstrated thatBAP18 was strongly stained in OSCC tissues, whereas weakly stained in non-cancerous tissues. In OSCC samples, higher expression of BAP18 was shown in stage III/IV, and lower expression in stage I/II), indicating that BAP18 expression is positively correlated with clinical stages ([Fig. 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"}c and d). Moreover, univariate analysis demonstrated that high expression ofBAP18 was significantly correlated with primary tumor size and clinical stages, but no correlation was found between BAP18 expression and gender, age, tumor lymphatic metastasis, distal metastasis, or location. Multivariate analysis of primary tumor size and clinical stages suggested that clinical stage is an independent predictor of BAP18 expression ([Table 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"}). Ki67 expression has been considered to assess the ability of tumor proliferation. To determine the correlation between the expression level of BAP18 and tumor proliferation, we thus turned to examine the expression of Ki67 and BAP18 in paraffin sections from the same OSCC samples. The results showed that BAP18 expression was positively correlated with that of Ki67 ([Fig. 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"}e and f). In addition, we further analyzed the correlation between BAP18 expression and disease-free survival using head and neck squamous cell carcinomas (HNCC) cohort data in the cancer genome atlas (TCGA), although no evidences in OSCC patients in TCGA. The results showed that high expression of BAP18 in HNCC patients moderately contributed to poor prognosis in short-term survival (0--100 months), but no significant correlation with the prognosis from 100--200 months ([Fig. 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"}g). Taken together, these results suggest that BAP18 is highly expressed in OSCC tissues. BAP18 might act as a potential biomarker for early OSCC diagnosis.Fig. 1BAP18 is highly expressed in clinical OSCC samples. (a) Expression of BAP18 in unpaired fresh tissues of oral non-cancerous (NC) tissues and OSCC tissues. (b) Grayscale values of western blotting in (a), Student *t*-test was used for statistical significance between two groups. (c) BAP18 expression in non-cancerous (NC) tissues and OSCC samples with different clinical stages. Magnification: 4\* and 20\*; Scale bars: 500 μm and 100 μm. (d) Statistical significance among non-cancerous tissues, early stages tissues (I and II) and terminal stages tissues (III and IV). Average score of three independent view calculation represents the sample final score. Mann-Whitney *U* test were used, *\*\*\*p\<0.001*. (e) Ki67 and BAP18 expression in OSCC samples. Magnification: 10\*; Scale bars: 100 μm. (f) Scatter diagram of two proteins (BAP18 and Ki67) expression in the same sample, and the straight line was generated by Prism Graphpad7.0. (g) Disease free survival curves was generated from GEPIA showing BAP18 contribution to HNCC patients living from TCGA cohorts (<http://gepia.cancer-pku.cn/index.html>).Fig. 1Table 1Expression of BAP18 in OSCC samples with clinical characteristics.Table 1VariablesGroupsCases (*n* = 90)BAP18 low expression (*n* = 26)BAP18 high expression (*n* = 64)*p*-value**Univariate analysisAge**≤5526620\>556420440.6039**Gender**Male661749Female249150.4100**T**T1/T2421824T3+488400.003\*\***N**N026620N0+6420440.6039**M**M0631845M0+278190.9192**Clinical stage**I/II24177III+66957\<0.001\*\*\***Differentiation stage**Well/Moderately862066Poor4130.9999**Location**Tongue25421other6522430.1575**Multivariate analysisT**T1/T2421824T3+488400.276**Clinical stage**I/II24177III+66957\<0.001\*\*\*[^1][^2]

3.2. BAP18 depletion inhibits the transcription of a series of genes in OSCC-derived cell lines {#sec0014}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To validate the molecular mechanism underlying the modulation of BAP18 on cancer-related genes, we performed the quantitative PCR (qPCR) experiments to determine the effect of BAP18 on the transcription of a series of genes as shown in [Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"}. Three independent siRNAs against BAP18 (siBAP18s) were generated for knocking down BAP18 in OSCC-derived cell line (Cal-27 cell). Among them, no.1 and no. 3 siBAP18s (siBAP18\#1 and siBAP18\#3) significantly decreased BAP18 mRNA expression. Our results have demonstrated that knockdown of BAP18 increased *BDKRB2, AKR1C3, PAPPA2*, and *KMO* mRNA expression; whereas the depletion of BAP18 obviously decreased a series of gene transcription, including *CCND1* and *CCND2*. However, BAP18 had no effect on gene transcription of *CCND3*, which is also a member of Cyclin-Ds family in Cal-27 cell line ([Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"}a). We further provided the evidence to show that BAP18 depletion decreased *CCND1* and *CCND2* transcription in another OSCC-derived cell line, SCC9 ([Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"}b). Moreover, the results from qPCR experiments performed in Cal-27 cells or SCC9 cells carrying ectopic expression of BAP18 (FLAG-BAP18) were in agreement with those from qPCR experiments with BAP18 depletion (Supplementary Fig. S1a and b). We further examined the influence of BAP18 on protein expression of Cyclin D1/D2 in OSCC-derived cell lines. The results showed that ectopic expression of BAP18 enhanced Cyclin D1/D2 protein expression, whereas the depletion of BAP18 decreased the expression of those proteins in Cal-27 cells and SCC9 cells ([Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"}c and d). Collectively, the results suggest that BAP18 is involved in modulation of the transcription of a series of genes, including *CCND1* and *CCND2* in OSCC-derived cell lines.Fig. 2BAP18 significantly regulates the transcription of a series of genes in OSCC-derived cell lines. (a) The effects of BAP18 depletion on a series of genes in Cal-27 cells by real-time quantitative PCR. Three independent siRNAs against BAP18 (siBAP18s) were designed and generated for BAP18 depletion. Levels of all kinds of RNAs as indicated were normalized to that of β-Actin. Student *t*-test were used, *ns* stands for no significant, \*\*\**p*\<0.001, \*\**p*\<0.01, \**p*\<0.05. (b) Effect of knockdown of BAP18 on mRNA expression of *CCND1, CCND2*, or *CCND3* in SCC9 cells. Student *t*-test were performed, *ns* stands for no significant, *\*\*\*p\<0.001, \*\*p\<0.01, \*p\<0.05*. (c,d) Effects of depletion of BAP18 or ectopic expression of BAP18 on protein expression of cyclin D1 and cyclin D2 by western blotting in Cal-27 cells (c) or SCC9 cells (d) with indicated antibodies.Fig. 2

3.3. BAP18 depletion reduces the recruitment of the core subunits of MLL1 complex to the promoter regions of CCND1/2 {#sec0015}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

It has been previously demonstrated that BAP18 as a reader of histone H3K4me3 is a subunit of MLL1/WDR5 complex, which triggers histone H3K4me3 to be involved in maintenance of active transcription. Having demonstrated that BAP18 enhances the gene transcription of *CCND1/2* as shown in [Fig. 3](#fig0003){ref-type="fig"}, we thus turn to ask whether BAP18 could be recruited to the *promoter regions* of *CCND1/2*, and what is the molecular mechanism underlying the modulation of BAP18 on *CCND1/2* transcription. We then examined the sequences of *CCND1/2* and designed two pairs of primers within 1000 bps to their transcription start sites (TSS) for chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) assay ([Fig. 4](#fig0004){ref-type="fig"}a). ChIP assay was performed to determine the recruitment of BAP18to the promoter regions of *CCND1/2* in Cal-27 cells. The results have demonstrated that BAP18 or the core subunit of MLL1/WDR5 complex, including WDR5, ASH2 and DPY30, was recruited to the promoter regions of *CCND1/2*. Meanwhile, ChIP assay was further performed in Cal-27 cells with BAP18 depletion induced by shRNA against BAP18 (shBAP18). The results have shown that BAP18 depletion significantly reduced the recruitment of the core subunit of MLL1/WDR5 complex to the same regions. In addition, we examined the effect of BAP18 on modulation of histone modification levels at two promoter regions. The results have shown that BAP18 knockdown obviously diminished the histone H3K4me3 level at the promoter regions of *CCND1/2*, whereas H3Ac and H4Ac levels were differently influenced by BAP18 as indicated ([Fig. 4](#fig0004){ref-type="fig"}b--e). Taken together, our results suggest that BAP18 depletion reduces the recruitment of the core subunit of MLL1/WDR5 complex, thereby influencing histone H3K4me3 or H3/H4Ac levels on the promoter regions of *CCND1/2* in Cal-27 cells.Fig. 3BAP18 is recruited to the promoter regions of *CCND1/2.* (a) Schematic representation of primers designed for *CCND1* and *CCND2* gene promoter-TSS regions. BBS is an abbreviation of BAP18 binding sites. (b--e) ChIP assays performed on the promoter regions of *CCND1/2* with the indicated antibodies in Cal-27 cells with shCtrl or shBAP18. Student *t*-test was performed, *ns* stands for no significant, *\*\*\*p\<0.001, \*\*p\<0.01, \*p\<0.05.*Fig. 3Fig. 4BAP18 depletion influences the G1-S phase in OSCC-derived cell lines. (a) Cal-27 cells were infected with lentivirus against BAP18 (shBAP18) and its negative control (shCtrl). The efficiency of the shBAP18 detected by western blotting in Cal-27 cells. (b--d) The impact of BAP18 on cell cycle progression by flow cytometry assay in Cal-27 cells. (e) SCC9 cells were infected with lentivirus against BAP18 (shBAP18) and its negative control (shCtrl). The efficiency of the shBAP18 detected by western blotting in SCC9 cells. (f--h) The impact of BAP18 on cell cycle progression by flow cytometry assay in SCC9 cells. All statistics were performed by Graphpad7.0 with *Student t-test, ns* stands for no significant, *\*\*\*p\<0.001, \*\*p\<0.01, \*p\<0.05*.Fig. 4

3.4. BAP18 promotes cell growth/proliferation in OSCC-derived cell lines {#sec0016}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cyclin D1 and Cyclin D2 are the members of Cyclin-Ds family, controlling cell cycle G1 to S phase transition to be essential for cell mitotic process. Having shown that BAP18 was involved in modulation of *CCND1/2* mRNA expression, indicating that BAP18 might influence cellular mitotic G1/S phases in OSCC cells, flow cytometry analysis was performed to detect the effect of BAP18 on cell cycle process. The results demonstrated that the depletion of BAP18 significantly delayed cell G1-S phase transition and the number of Cal-27 cells which lagged into G1 phase increased from 51% to 60%, and S phase decreased from 31.53% to 24.26% ([Fig. 4](#fig0004){ref-type="fig"}a--d). The similar experiments were further performed in another OSCC-derived cell line, SCC9 cells. In agreement with the results generated from Cal-27 cells, the data from SCC9 demonstrated that BAP18 depletion obviously delayed cell G1-S phase transition ([Fig. 4](#fig0004){ref-type="fig"}e--h). Moreover, colony formation experiments were performed to examine the influence of BAP18 on cell growth with three independent siRNAs against BAP18 (siBAP18\#1, \#2, \#3). The results showed that BAP18 depletion by siBAP18\#1 and siBAP18\#3 obviously decreased the colony numbers in Cal-27 cells, suggesting that BAP18 depletion inhibits cell growth in OSCC-derived cell line ([Fig. 5](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}a and b). In addition, in order to examine the effect of BAP18 on cell growth is related with *CCND1/2* signaling pathway, siRNA against *CCND1* or *CCND2* (siCCND1/2) or Palbociclib, a selective CDK4/6 inhibitor was used for cell growth experiments. Cal-27 cells with ectopic expression of BAP18 (FLAG-BAP18) were treated with siCCND1/2 or Palbociclib. The results demonstrated that the enhancement of cell growth by ectopic expression of BAP18 was decreased by siCCND1/2 or Palbociclib ([Fig. 5](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}c and d). Meanwhile, we analyzed the function of BAP18 depletion or CDKs inhibitor on cell growth, the results showed that BAP18 depletion has the similar effect as that of Palbociclib on suppression of cell growth ([Fig. 5](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}e). Taken together, the results suggest that BAP18 is involved in promotion of cell growth, if not all, at least partially through Cyclin D1/2-CDKs pathway in OSCC.Fig. 5BAP18 promotes the cell proliferation in OSCC-derived cell lines. (a) Colony formation assays in Cal-27 cells carrying siCtrl or siBAP18s (siBAP18\#1, 2, 3). Amount of 400 cells were seeded into 35 mm dishes for 14 days and stained by crystal violet. (b) Representation of histogram for colony formation experiments. Standard of account is one cell growth colony contains more than 50 cloned cells. (c) siRNAs against *CCND1/CCND2* (siCCND1/2) were transfected into Cal-27 cells with overexpression plasmid of BAP18 tagged with FLAG or vector plasmids for Growth curve analysis. (d) Growth curve analysis for Cal-27 cells with overexpression plasmids of BAP18 tagged with FLAG or vector plasmids were treated with CDK4/6 inhibitor (Palbociclib, 25 nM). (e) Growth curve analysis for Cal-27 cells with depletion of BAP18 (shBAP18) or shCtrl were treated with CDK4/6 inhibitor (Palbociclib, 25 nM). The expression levels of proteins as indicated were detected by western blotting shown at the bottom of panel c, d, e. Error bars represent mean ± SD. Student *t*-test was used, *ns* stands for no significant. *\*\*\*p\<0.001, \*p\<0.05*.Fig. 5

3.5. Knockdown of BAP18 inhibits the cell growth of OSCC in vivo {#sec0017}
----------------------------------------------------------------

We next intend to explore the biological function of BAP18 on cell growth of OSCC in vivo. Firstly, we constructed the lentivirus-mediated stable BAP18 knockdown (shBAP18) and control (shCtrl) Cal-27 OSCC cells for xenografts in4-week-old *BALB/c nude* mice. The results have demonstrated that the depletion of BAP18 forms smaller xenograft tumor than that of control ([Fig. 6](#fig0006){ref-type="fig"}a and b). Measuring the tumor volume and tumor weight, we found BAP18 knockdown cells had slower growth rate, and the average tumor weight was lower than that of control ([Fig. 6](#fig0006){ref-type="fig"}c and d). Next, we detected BAP18 protein expression in two kinds of xenograft tumors by IHC assays. The immunohistochemical results showed that BAP18 was lower expressed in BAP18 knockdown xenograft tumors ([Fig. 6](#fig0006){ref-type="fig"}e). Meanwhile, we detected the mRNA expression in xenograft tumor. The results showed that *BAP18, CCND1, CCND2, ASNS, DDK1*, and *SENP2* mRNA were significantly lower in shBAP18 xenograft tumors than that in shCtrl xenograft tumors ([Fig. 6](#fig0006){ref-type="fig"}f). Our data demonstrated that BAP18 knockdown suppressed the cell growth of OSCC in vivo.Fig. 6BAP18 depletion inhibits the OSCC-derived cell growth in xenograft mice. (a) Representative photos were pictured of mice xenograft tumor. shCtrl (left) and shBAP18 (right) were stably expression in Cal-27 cells and injected into male mice at 4 weeks old. (b) Xenograft tumors were shown after mice were killed. (c) The average tumor volume of shCtrl and shBAP18 were measured every six days. Bars represented standard alteration of the mean, *\*\*\*p\<0.001*. (d) Tumor weights were measured and statistically calculated with Student *t*-test, *\*\*\*p\<0.001.* (e) Expressions of BAP18 proteins in xenograft tumors were detected by IHC assays. Magnification: 10\*; Scale bars: 100 μm. (f) RNA isolated from xenograft tumors and the mRNA expression of *BAP18, CCND1, CCND2, ASNS, DDK1*and*SENP2* was shown as indicated. Student *t*-test was used, *\*p\<0.05, \*\*p\<0.01.* (g) Schematic representation of the function of BAP18on up-regulation of *CCND1*/2 transcription. BAP18 is recruited to the promoter regions of *CCND1/2*, thereby facilitating the recruitment of the core subunits of MLL1 complex to enhance *CCND1*/2 transcription, to promote the cell growth and proliferation in OSCC progression.Fig. 6

4. Discussion {#sec0018}
=============

We have previously identified that BPTF associated protein of 18 kDa (BAP18) as a key subunit of multimeric histone methyltransferase complexes participates in modulation of androgen receptor-induced transactivation and plays a crucial role in the progression of prostate cancer. However, the biological function of BAP18 in OSCC is largely unclear. In this study, we provided the evidence to show that BAP18 is highly expressed in clinical OSCC samples compared with that in the non-cancerous oral epithelial tissues (non-cancerous tissues, NC). Using quantitative RT-PCR (qPCR) experiments, we have demonstrated BAP18 depletion up-regulates or down-regulates a series of genes in OSCC cells. Focusing on the regulation of cell cycle pathway, our results showed that BAP18 is significantly modulate the transcription of *CCND1* and *CCND2*. Moreover, BAP18 was recruited to the promoter regions of *CCND1* and *CCND2*, and BAP18 facilitates the recruitment of the core subunits of MLL1/WDR5 complex, thereby regulating the histone H3K4me3 level to enhance *CCND1* and *CCND2* transcription. Finally, BAP18 depletion inhibits cell growth and proliferation in OSCC-derived cell lines ([Fig. 6](#fig0006){ref-type="fig"}g).

Oral squamous cell carcinoma is considered to be a rapid proliferation malignant tumor. Patients with T1-2N0M0 OSCC can be treated with surgery, whereas T3+ OSCC patients undergoing radiotherapy or immunotherapy still exhibits poor outcomes [@bib0032]. Although the five-year survival rate of oral cancer is 62.1% (2003--2009), survival rates aggravate with advancement in clinical stages [@bib0033], [@bib0034], [@bib0035]. Terminal OSCC patients (stage III or IV) always show malignant proliferation, deadly lymphatic metastasis and low reaction to drug therapy. Therefore, it is necessary to identify the novel biomarkers for OSCC early diagnosis. In this study, we identified BAP18, a reader of histone H3K4me3, was significantly highly expressed in OSCC tumor tissue, compared with that in non-cancerous tissues. In the immunohistochemistry (IHC) experiments with OSCC tissue sections, the results demonstrated that BAP18 exhibited abundantly expression in evolved stages (stage III/IV), while relative low-level expression in early stages (stage I/II). All these analyses demonstrated that BAP18 may act as a potential biomarker for OSCC early diagnosis and tumor rating standard. Thus, qPCR experiments were further performed to try to clarify the molecular mechanism underlying the biological function of BAP18 on OSCC development and progression. Our results have demonstrated that BAP18 participates in modulation of *CCND1* and *CCND2* gene transcription. Several proteins have been reported to be highly expressed in OSCC and become potential biomarkers in OSCC. Toll-like receptor 2 (TLR2) is highly expressed in OSCC, and ligand-activated TLR2 induced miR-146a expression and downregulated the caspase recruitment domain-containing protein 10 (CARD10) mRNA to be implicated in OSCC development [@bib0036]. Protein regulator of cytokinesis 1 participates in cell proliferation regulation and cell cycle in OSCC. Salvianolic acid B is involved in glycolysis inhibition through targeting PI3K/Akt/HIF-1α in OSCC. Other highly expressed proteins in OSCC, have also been reported that notable influence the signaling pathways, such as EMT, mTOR, and GS3K, which are involved in OSCC rapid proliferation and tumor growth [@bib0037], [@bib0038], [@bib0039], [@bib0040], [@bib0041].

Cell proliferation is supposed to primarily regulated in the G1 phase of the cell cycle, and the abnormal regulation of the transition from G1 to S phase can cause neoplastic transformation \[[@bib0013],[@bib0014],[@bib0042]\]. Cyclin-Ds and their CDKs have been reported to delay early genes in response to growth factor stimulation of cell proliferation, while protein expression accompanied with CDK4/6 activities peak at G1/S transition of cell cycle. Therapies based on cell cycle regulation by Cyclin-Ds family members were discovered in many ways [@bib0043]. For instant, targeting cyclin-dependent kinase (CDK4/6), Palbociclib has found to promote cancer cell senescence through G1 arresting \[[@bib0044],[@bib0045]\]. Meanwhile, CyclinD1-CDK4 complex exerts the function on controlling glucose metabolism independently of cell division \[[@bib0020],[@bib0045]\]. Besides cell growth delay and senescence, Cyclin-Ds members and CDKs (Cyclin-Ds/CDKs) are reported to regulate PD-L1 protein to administer immunotherapy efficacy [@bib0046]. Therefore, the study of Cyclin-Ds/CDKs would be important for cancer therapy. In our study, we provided the evidence that BAP18 is involved in up-regulation of *CCND1* and *CCND2* gene transcription. In addition, BAP18 was recruited to the promoter regions of *CCND1* and *CCND2*, facilitating the recruitment of WDR5, ASH2 and DPY30 to the same regions. Knockdown of BAP18 in OSCC-derived cells exhibited remarkable cell growth delay. In addition, the promotion of cell proliferation induced by ectopic expression of BAP18 was obviously suppressed by *CCND1/2* depletion or CDK4/6 inhibitor (Palbociclib), suggesting that BAP18 promotes the cell growth/proliferation in OSCC, if not all, at least partially through the regulation of *CCND1/2* transcription. It remains to be elusive whether BAP18 would be involved in the regulation of glucose metabolism or PD-L1 protein, which was related with Cyclin-Ds/CDKs.
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[^1]: *Abbreviations*: T= tumor; N=lymph Node; M=metastasis.

[^2]: *Notes*: In univariate analysis, *Chi-square* test were used, *\*\*\*p\<0.001, \*\*p\<0.01, \*p\<0.05;* and in multivariate analysis, *Hosmer and Lemeshow* test were used, *\*\*\*p\<0.001.*
